Revitalisation of a Town House

Project by mia2 ARCHITEKTUR

Guided tours with Sandra Gnigler (partner, mia2 ARCHITEKTUR)

The Town House with a core dating from the 16th century was not only refurbished and extended, mia2 ARCHITEKTUR use it for themselves as space for work, private living and hospitality. Thus the tours allow for an insight in a direct interplay of design and use of spaces.

07/17 May 2022
Linz, Austria

07 May / 10:00 — 11:00
17 May / 16:00 — 17:00
17 May / 17:00 — 18:00
17 May / 18:00 — 19:00

Lederergasse 24
4020 Linz

Language: German

Register here: touren@atours-vienna.com

More information: eumiesawards.com
guiding-architects.net
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